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            We offer the best consumer experience in the architectural hardware industry.
Southern Design Group is one of Australia’s leading suppliers of architectural hardware products. Over the past 40 years we have built a unique brand portfolio, which continues to grow throughout Australasia and beyond. 
This portfolio is supported by a comprehensive sales and distribution network spanning the entire Australasian region. Our current brands encompass innovative design collaborations through Bankston, trend-led collections from Iver, and restoration hardware and fixtures, through TradCo.
Our company values are lived by our people and practised as part of our day-to-day operations. These include respect, passion and responsibility
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                Bankston

                

            
            
                Through a unique approach to collaboration, Bankston seeks to introduce to the architectural hardware industry a thoughtful and consistent lab of design incubation.



Bankston collaborates with the best and brightest minds of architecture; to explore and produce sought-after, functional, physical objects of exceptional quality.



Through strategic vision and curatorial thinking, Bankston seeks to create an exciting expression of award-winning architectural hardware. Produced in limited editions for those with an eye for craft and unwavering passion for design.



Recent collaborations include Casts by Edition Office and Super Collection by Sans-Arc Studio.
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                Iver

                Created for life

            
            
                Iver is thoughtfully curated with the needs of modern homeowners in mind. From sleek and contemporary to traditional and timeless, Iver provides an array of styles suitable for a range of interiors.



Architectural door hardware with a design sensibility at its heart, Iver offers a design-led collection that blends both function and quality. Iver’s collections are designed to offer a whole-of-home solution.
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                TradCo

                Defining the details

            
            
                TradCo showcases unparalleled expertise in traditional hardware across a wide product range. Delivering exceptional quality, attention to detail, and a diverse array of products and finishes, TradCo holds a trusted position. Anchored by a profound respect for heritage, TradCo's values centre around the restoration of beloved spaces to their former glory.
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                                The business was founded in Adelaide in 1982 by Graham and Denise Duff as Traditional Brass Co.
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                                New Zealand operations are established.
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                                Emily and Steve Bradley come on board as Co-CEOS and co-owners.
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                        2018
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Bankston brand is launched as a premium brand offering.
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                        2019
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Southern Design Group (SDG) umbrella brand is launched and the brand architecture is set. The directorship focusses the business strategy on scalability, addressable markets and market expansion.
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                        2021
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                The business expands into three new buildings in Stepney with dedicated warehousing, offices, meeting and product development spaces.

Bankston launches its inaugural collaboration with San-Arc Studio – The Super Collection.

The Iver brand is launched featuring trend-led collections that deliver market expansion and a whole of home offering.
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                        2022
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Southern Design Group celebrates its 40th Anniversary, with more than 80 staff.

Bankston launches its latest collaboration, Casts, with award-winning architectural studio Edition Office.

Sans-Arc Super Collection wins IDA Design Awards Bronze, IF Design Award Winner, Designers Australia Shortlist, Melbourne Design Award Silver, Better Future Award, Good Design Australia Product Design Award, Loop Design Award and BLT Built Design Awards.
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                        2023
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                The business continues to focus on growth, with Bankston’s latest collaboration with Civilian, New York to launch in the US in 2024.

Edition Office Casts collection wins IF Design Award Design, Melbourne Design Award Gold, Australian Design Award Silver, Big See Product Design Award and Designers Australia Award (DIA), Loop Design Award Citation Winner, New York Design Award Gold and International Design Awards Gold.
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            Emily Bradley
            Co-CEO
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            Steve Bradley
            Co-CEO
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            COO
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            Jing Holmes
            CFO
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            Daniel Preston
            Product Development & Improvement Manager
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            Bill Decelis
            Head of Operations
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            Sarah Thompson
            Global Head of Marketing
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            Ben Goodwin
            Global Head of Sale
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            Shashank Kaushik
            Head of Procurement & Supply Chain
        
    
    


    
    

    
        Our Premises

    



    
    

    
        
            Southern Design Group has achieved strong growth over the past 10 years with a shift to focus on improving its product and brand experience, as well as an expanding distributor network. From its original single-story shop frontage, Southern Design Group now operates across three main sites in inner Adelaide that include our head office, warehousing, meeting spaces, in-house CNC facilities, product development and assembly areas, and much more. With a retail partner network of over 600 and approximately 100 staff throughout Australia and across New Zealand, Southern Design Group has a sustained vision for our future and continued growth.

        
    



    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                
                
                
                    Our headquarters and warehouses.
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                Our warehouse team are here to help.
            

            
        
      
    
    


    
    
    
        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            NZ    Australia    USA  
        
        
            Southern Design Group currently operates in Australia and New Zealand with plans to expand into the US market in April 2024.
        

    


    
    

    
        Responsibility
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                    EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

                

                
                    It has been our experience that employing staff from a variety of backgrounds extends the depth and breadth of our knowledge and expertise. Our dedication to staff diversity was recognised in early 2018 when Southern Design Group was awarded the Australian NESA award for innovation in Disability Employment, for our work with the Royal Society for the Blind.
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                    CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

                

                
                    
                        
                            Southern Design Group has partnered with various Australian and International non for profits and government entities over the years, with the aim to counter our social and environmental impact.
We are continuously improving the environmental impact of our operations in Australia and abroad. We are focusing on the impact of our packaging and in 2019 became a signatory to the Australian Packaging Covenant (APCO). In 2022 we achieved a ...


                             Southern Design Group has partnered with various Australian and International non for profits and government entities over the years, with the aim to counter our social and environmental impact.
We are continuously improving the environmental impact of our operations in Australia and abroad. We are focusing on the impact of our packaging and in 2019 became a signatory to the Australian Packaging Covenant (APCO). In 2022 we achieved a ‘Leading Performance’ result in APCO’s annual report, placing us in the Above Business Average category. APCO’s aim is to make all packaging in Australia reusable, recyclable or compostable by 2025.
Find out more about our commitment to environmental impact, including our Annual Report and Action Plan here. We have partnered with several charities over the years. Recently two notable charities have been UNICEF Australia and Asha.
We are proud to partner with UNICEF Australia in bringing hope and opportunities to vulnerable children and communities – helping to give children better futures and provide them with the foundation they need to thrive.
Our more recent charitable partnership is with Asha, which operates in 91 slums across New Delhi. Asha has been creating change and supporting India’s most disadvantaged communities for more than 30 years. Focusing on healthcare, empowerment, education, financial inclusion and environmental sustainability, Asha’s holistic approach helps to develop communities from the ground-up – creating a more equal, healthy, and empowered community.


                        

                        Read more
                    

                


                
                    
                        Learn more about ASHA here
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                    OUR IMPACT

                

                
                    Southern Design Group was listed as a finalist for the 2022 Impact Awards. The award honours South Australian companies that are globally competitive and have the greatest potential to impact world-markets. At Southern Design Group, we are making an impact by increasing employment opportunities, particularly in South Australia and working with the design community in Australia and abroad.


                


                
            
        
    


    
    

    
        Latest News

    



    
    
    
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                             News 
                        
                        
                            — August 2023
                        
                    

                    
                        Annual Partner Satisfaction Survey
                    

                
                
                    Southern Design Group is committed to delivering the highest level of customer service to our distribution partners and customers. Our annual survey to partners across Australia and New Zealand aims to measure customer satisfaction and our overall success measured against our Vision, Mission and Values, allowing us to review and improve our operations and develop new initiatives for continuous improvement, as well as benchmark against industry standards.
Our retail partners were asked to rate how likely they would be to recommend SDG on a scale of 10. The NPS score measures the percentage of promoters (scores 9-10), less the percentage of detractors (scores 0-6). In 2023, SDG’s NPS was 66, sitting above the industry standard for B2B in the construction industry of 60*.
For full results click here.
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                             Event 
                        
                        
                            — November 2022
                        
                    

                    
                        Working With Asha
                    

                
                
                    Our Co-CEO Steve Bradley and Head of Procurement Shashank Shekhar Kaushik visited a community centre run by the Asha Community Health and Development Society in Delhi’s Zakhira slum. Asha is a non-for-profit organization that operates in 91 slums across New Delhi and has been creating change in India’s most disadvantaged communities for more than 30 years. Steve and Shashank felt it was truly a humbling experience to meet and hear the stories of survival and determination from the people in the community. Southern Design Group are proud to provide ongoing support to this amazing charity that is facilitating generational change and a sense of community and hope in a place where it may not have existed before.
In previous years, Southern Design Group’s 2020 donation to Asha has helped support their program at the Zakhira Slum in West Delhi, a community of over 10,000 people. The program aims to improve the basic health of children aged 0-5. These children are some of the slums most vulnerable and at-risk, with poor nutrition a leading factor. In this effort we are also supporting Asha in combating malnutrition by providing food, vitamins and desperately needed immunizations.
In 2020-21, Southern Design Group’s donations to Asha were crucial in supporting those living in the slums of Delhi. Our contributions have supported pre- and post-natal care as well as infant and child immunisations, nutrition, health care and health monitoring. They were also used to provide food parcels and supplements to those struggling to access and afford food as well as build IT centres which have allowed students attending school and university to continue their studies remotely. Instead of using mobile phones with poor internet connection, they can now use the IT centres to attend their courses online.
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                             Event 
                        
                        
                            — October 2022
                        
                    

                    
                        Casts by Bankston Architectural + Edition Office Launch Event
                    

                
                
                    In late October we hosted a launch event to showcase and celebrate our latest architectural hardware collaboration, Casts. The Collection is an artful collaboration with award-winning Melbourne architecture practice Edition Office. The event was held at Neon Parc in Melbourne and was attended by some of Australia’s most forward-thinking architecture and design studios. Guests were treated to a delicious culinary experience with bites by Mabu Mabu, while enjoying world music by DJ Sarita. The Casts Collection was showcased, along with imagery depicting the creation of the collection, each piece hand-crafted using a venerated artisanal sandcasting process. The individual pieces, with unique surface textures were able to be picked up and held by our guests, in an intimate and hands-on approach. Photography: Marcel Aucar
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                             Event 
                        
                        
                            — July 2022
                        
                    

                    
                        Bankston + Civilian Garden Party, New York
                    

                
                
                    Bankston recently hosted an intimate garden party at Civilian founders Nicko Elliott and Ksenia Kagner’s Brooklyn townhouse, which celebrated Bankston’s current award-winning collections and offered a preview of upcoming collaborations. With plans to launch in the US in 2024, the event was a great opportunity for the Bankston team to introduce the brand to selected New York based designers and studios, and showcase the innovative designs in the range. Guests were treated to a culinary experience by LEV, a curated selection of South Australian wines, with gifting generously supplied by Civilian Objects. Bankston are partnering with some of the most renowned names in design across Australia and beyond, stay tuned for more exciting Bankston collaborations. 
Southern Design Group has achieved strong growth over the past 10 years with a shift to focus on improving its product and brand experience, as well as an expanding distributor network. From its original single-story shop frontage, Southern Design Group now operates across three main sites that include our head office, warehousing, meeting spaces, in-house CNC facilities, product development and assembly areas, and much more. With a retail partner network of over 450 and 77 staff throughout Australia and across New Zealand, Southern Design Group has a sustained vision for our future and continued growth. Photography: James Hartley
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